abulary Crossword

NAME:

Crossword Puzzle

GRADE

1

CLASS:

1

2
4

3
5

6
8

7

9
11

10
12

13

16

15

14

18

17
19

Across
1. do or perform something
5. person who helps students learn

20

21

22

7. shell that may contain a baby
animal

23

9. part of the body with the face
12.		 higher than normal body heat
13. two slices of bread with filling in
between
14. tiny bits of dirt
18. work someone does

Across
19. very big

20. small area of water or other
something
1. do or perform
liquid

who
22. give
offhelps
light students learn
5. person
23. look at and understand words

7. shell that may contain a baby animal

Down
2. sure to happen

11.		 helpful

3. grow or change

15. fighting between two or
more countries

Down

4. animal that lives in water

16. object used to do a job or
6. contest between two
fix something
players or teams sure to happen
2.
17.		
not ever
8. better than very good
grow
or
change
3.
21.		 having lived or been in
10. good natured
use for a long time
4. animal that lives in water

9. part of the body with the face
than normal body heat
12. higher
Word Bank

6. contest between two players or teams
8. better than very good

slices of bread with ﬁlling in between
good natured
13. twoACT,
BECOME, CERTAIN, DUST, EGG, FEVER, FISH, GREAT, HEAD,10.
JOB, KIND, LARGE, MATCH, NEVER, OLD, POOL,
bits of
dirt
SANDWICH,
SHINE, TEACHER, TOOL, USEFUL, WAR
14. tinyREAD,

11. helpful

18. work someone does

15. ﬁghting between two or more countries

19. very big

object used to do a job or ﬁx something
16. Copyright
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20. small area of water or other liquid

17. not ever

22. give oﬀ light

21. having lived or been in use for a long time
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